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A sampling theorem applicable to that class of linear systems characterized by suficiently slowly varying linespread functions is developed. For band-limited inputs such systems can be exactly characterized with
knowledge of the sampled s p m line-spread function and the eomponding sampled input. The desired
sampling rate is shown to be determined by both the system and the input. The corresponding output is
shown to be band limited. A discrete matrix repreentation of the specific system class is also presented.
Applications to digital pmeessing and coherent space-variant system representation are suggested.

INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a sampling theorem applicable to
that class of linear space-variant systems characterized
by sufficiently slowly varying line-spread functions.
For hand-limited inputs, such systems c,an be exactly
characterized with knowledge of the sampled system
line-spread function and the corresponding sampled input. The resulting sampling theorem expression for the
(band-limited) system output is simply a summation of
convolutions. A discrete matrix representation of the
specific system class is also presented.
Areas of possible application f o r the result include
digital signal processing and the representation of coherent space-variant systems. Application limitations
are also briefly discussed.
Previous work in this area has been limited to sampling theorem expansion of the system line-spread funct i o n ' ~without
~
regard to the input. ~ u a n g 'has discussed
the minimum required sampling rates taking the input
into account.
For clarity of presentation, and without loss of generality, attention will here be restricted to one dimension.
Generalization to two or more dimensions may be accomplished by straightforward extension.

where v and f, a r e the frequency variables associated,
respectively, with 5 and n, and where, for a given twodimensional function p(,q(), the Fourier transform operators a r e defined a s

and

Roughly, St(.) operates on the input variable 5, while
SJ.) operates on the output variable x.
We now define the system's spatial transfer function
as
H,G;t)45,[hb;5)1

.

(6)

Equation (3) may now be written
GCf,) = FtIf(F)H.(f,;S)1 /..f,

.

(7)

In a similar fashion, we define the system's uarintion
spectrum a s

SAMPLING THEOREM
The output g b ) of a linear system for a corresponding
input f (x) may be expressed via the superposition integral

The variation spectrum is a measure of how the linespread function varies with changing (. We say the
line-spread function varies sufficiently slowly if the
variation spectrum is band limited5 in v for all x:

where h b - F; [), the system line-spread function, is
the system response to an input Dirac delta located at
the point x = 5 (atter the notation of Lohmann and paris').

The bandwidth 2W, is appropriately termed the variut i a bmzdwidth. Note than an isoplanatic system has a
variation bandwidth of zero, and is thus truly "invariant. "

When the line-spread function is no longer a function
of its second argument, the system is isoplanatic (space
invariant), and Eq. (1) becomes the convolution integral

Conaider, then, the following form of the superposition integral's integrand contained in Eq. (3):

The direct statement of a space-variant system's ontput spectrum may be found thron*- mulieation
of Fon-.
r i e r transform operators to the superposition integral
[Eq. (I)]:

Multiplication in the space (5) domain corresponds to
convolution in the frequency (v) domain. As such, if
f (S) and h(x;t) have respective bandwidths in v of 2Wf
and ZW., then their product will have a bandwidth 2W
equal to the sum of the component bandwidths:
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